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a b s t r a c t 

In Texas, informal settlements called colonias formed from the 1950s to the 1980s without the most basic munic- 

ipal infrastructure. Federal and Texas agencies authorized about $1 billion for first-time water and wastewater 

services for about 300,000 residents from 1995 through 2017. The research uses a mix-method approach to 

assesses at a high level the distribution of funds and outcomes achieved across 31 counties adjacent to the Texas- 

Mexico border, identifies where needs continue, examines population growth, and compiles programmatic and 

technical lessons learned. The results show wastewater coverage increased from less than 20% of the colonia pop- 

ulation to over 75%. Funds were generally distributed equitably amongst the counties and expected outcomes 

were achieved. Grant funding was an incentive for cities with more institutional capacity and operational efficien- 

cies to extend service to colonias and provide regional solutions outside city limits. Despite the progress, the most 

considerable need remains in smaller and more isolated colonias, where overcoming the barriers to service will 

be costly. Important lessons were learned, such as adopting laws to prevent further proliferation of colonias, the 

inclusion of household connections within the project ensured customers connected quickly, and regular coordi- 

nation amongst funding agencies avoided duplication. Unintended consequences included oversized facilities as 

population growth did not occur as expected. Replacing what is now aging infrastructure requires a strategy and 

could include a low-cost loan program. Finally, onsite systems are a potential solution for overcoming barriers to 

service for those isolated colonias. 
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. Introduction 

Over half the world’s population, 4.2 billion, lacks access to
dequate sanitation, which is estimated to cause 432,000 diarrheal
eaths annually, as well as other diseases ( United Nations, 2019 ).
n recognition of this need, its burden on vulnerable communi-
ies, and respect for the health and social dignity of families,
n 2015 the United Nations included access to sanitation for
ll by 2030 as part of its agenda for sustainable development
 WWAP (United Nations World Water Assessment Programme),
015 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1711
ater%20for%20a%20Sustainable%20World.pdf. It is estimated that
ve years of annual contributions of $53 billion would be sufficient to
chieve universal coverage. Unfortunately, this goal is likely not to be
et. Funding may be a factor, but other challenges hindering progress
re inadequate program design and lack of institutional capacity
o implement regional policies related to wastewater infrastructure.
herefore, this paper discusses a retrospective analysis of program out-
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omes from 1995 through 2017 at the federal and state level to address
 similar regional environmental challenge experienced in Texas along
he United States-Mexico border. The research includes the application
f spatial analysis to evaluate results achieved and the findings include
essons learned from this case study. Both the evaluation tools and
essons learned can be useful for counties and international fund-
ng agencies working towards addressing the current environmental
hallenge of increasing access to sanitation infrastructure. 
From the 1950s through the 1980s, in Texas, informal settle-
ents were formed called colonias which in Spanish means neigh-
orhood. These residential areas along the border with the United
tates (U.S.) and Mexico had about 300,000 residents, most of whom
acked the most basic municipal services ( Texas Water Development
oard, 1987 ). About a quarter of the population lacked water and vir-
ually all the colonia residents lacked wastewater collection and treat-
ent. ( Olmstead, 2003 ; Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ). Texas and federal
gencies invested on the order of $1 billion in funding since the mid-
990s through 2017 in water, sewer, and wastewater treatment in the
olonias ( Texas Water Development Board, 2019; United States Gov-
exas.edu (M. Pavon). 

ber 2021 
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rnment Accountability Office, 2017 ). By 2014, estimates showed that
pproximately 90% of colonia residents now have water and wastewater
 Texas Office of the Secretary of State, 2014 ). 
All levels of government executed a significant effort and achieved

uilding substantial infrastructure over about 25 years. This research
eeks to evaluate these infrastructure investment programs based on
rogress, issues identified by the applicants and program officers, and
nfrastructure needs. The questions include: (1) How were funds dis-
ributed across 31 counties based on need? (2) Were the expected pro-
ram outcomes achieved? (3) Does there continue to be a need for ser-
ice? (4) Did the infrastructure promote growth in the colonias? (5)
hat were the lessons learned from the programs? Since most of the
eed was in wastewater, the analysis will only focus on wastewater in-
rastructure. Wastewater projects implemented typically included water
nfrastructure within the scope where there was none ( Texas Water De-
elopment Board, 2020 ). There was no purpose in installing sewer lines
f the residents did not have water. 

.1. Background on colonias 

In the U.S., urban growth is dominated by sprawl, where a region’s
opulation footprint expands outward towards vacant land constrained
y competition with agriculture ( Giner et al., 2019 ). Urban sprawl typ-
cally consists of suburban middle-class subdivisions that provide com-
unities the opportunity to develop their land-use regulations and a
orm of local representation, either through homeowners associations
nd water or school boards ( O’Sullivan, 2007 ). These areas offer residen-
ial living close enough to a city to access its amenities while providing
ewer and larger homes and better-maintained infrastructure. 
Along the Texas-Mexico border, colonias represent a different form

f urban sprawl, informal settlements without infrastructure. The state
efines colonias as “economically distressed area that often lacks the most
asic necessities, such as drinkable water, sewer systems, paved roads,

nd safe, sanitary housing ” ( Texas Commission on Environmental Qual-
ty, 2010 ). In the 1950s, colonias just outside of the city limits provided
n opportunity for poor or working-class families to acquire land and
ousing at affordable prices with little or no down payment, yet still be
lose to sources of employment ( Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 1996 ;
urst, 2017 ). They are densely populated, legal developments, and typ-
cally unincorporated ( Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 1996 ; Carter and
rtolano, 2004 ). Before 2000, many Texas counties lacked appropriate
egulation or adequate enforcement to avoid the formation of colonias.
Families of predominantly Hispanic origin would self-build incre-
entally without basic services ( Durst, 2017 ). Thus many colonia resi-
ents had open disposal of untreated wastewater and regular consump-
ion of contaminated water ( Soden, 2006 ). Those residents that lacked
ccess to municipal service depended on either hauled water or shal-
ow wells, typically contaminated with fecal coliform from latrines on
he same property ( Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ). There was limited if
ny disinfection at the wells. Barrels used for hauled water storage
ere also exposed to contamination. Almost all residents did not have
ccess to sanitation. Residents discharged wastewater into backyards
r unpaved roads or relied on latrines or malfunctioning septic tanks
 Olmstead, 2003 ; Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ). 
Living conditions were challenging in the colonias. Without infras-

ructure, it was difficult for local businesses or any significant source of
ndustry to offer local employment opportunities or become established
 Hargrove and Del Rio, 2017 ). In addition, unemployment ranged be-
ween 20 and 60% as compared to the Texas average of 7% ( Federal Re-
erve Bank of Dallas, 1996 ). Furthermore, residents might travel long
istances for clean water, as there were no convenience stores nearby
 Hargrove and Del Rio, 2017 ). 
In the 1980s, these communities did not have established local rep-

esentation, such as utility boards or homeowner associations to de-
elop or manage infrastructure. As a result, two issues existed: a lack
f legal jurisdiction and enforcement. Counties in Texas do not have
2 
he authority for land use planning. Prior to 1989, counties could not
equire subdivision rules to prevent land developers from subdividing
and and selling lots without infrastructure ( Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ).
he absence of city enforcement of land use planning or building codes
n colonias located in extraterritorial jurisdictions or by counties in un-
ncorporated areas for construction of residential septic tanks further
xacerbated non-compliant growth. The absence of enforcement was
ompounded by insufficient political clout stemming from geographic
emoteness, isolation from state agencies, and lower socioeconomic sta-
us ( Ward, 1999 ; Soden, 2006 ). 
During the 1980s, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the
edia published the threat to the health of over 300,000 people in Texas
aused by unsanitary conditions ( Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ). Organiza-
ions such as the El Paso Inter-Religious Organization and Valley Inter-
aith advocated action to bring municipal infrastructure to the colonias.
n response, the State of Texas began to identify the number and loca-
ion of the colonias to quantify the need. From 1987 to 2005, the Texas
egislature passed at every session legislation to address funding needs,
odify land development laws to prevent further proliferation of colo-
ias, and create a system to manage response ( Rapier, 2009 ). Also, in
 1992 survey, Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) quantified the
eed for water and wastewater infrastructure as $700 million, of which
lmost 70% was for sewer and wastewater treatment ( Texas Water De-
elopment Board, 2003 ). This study served as the basis for funding. 
Although unincorporated poor and working-class communities exist

cross the United States, Texas colonias are the most studied region,
robably because of the large number of densely populated and im-
overished rural communities ( Durst, 2017 ). Based on the 2010 cen-
us, colonias constitute 1.2% of the Texas population. The 31 counties
ear the Texas-Mexico border represent 10.5% of the population and
here over 320,000 people reside in about 2000 colonias ( Texas Office
f the Attorney General, 2019 ). Most rural counties have small colo-
ia populations of less than 5000. High colonia concentrations exist in
he eight counties of Cameron, El Paso, Hidalgo, Maverick, Starr, San
atricio, Webb, and Zapata (see Fig. 1 ). Within the 31 counties, these
ight counties contain almost 85% of the colonia population. Also, all
1 counties are below the Texas 2015 median household income (MHI)
 Texas Demographic Center at University of Texas San Antonio, 2020 ).
wenty-seven counties fell below 20% of the Texas MHI, which likely
eans the colonias are even more impoverished. Therefore, substantial
ubsidies are required for capital investment to build infrastructure. 

. Materials and methods 

This research used a mixed-method approach to collect data from
elevant agencies to assess the outcome of Texas colonia investments
n wastewater systems. The author conducted over 100 interviews and
ompleted two geographically weighted regressions (GWR) on the distri-
ution of funds and expected outcomes. The study period was for colonia
esidents receiving first-time wastewater service between 1995 through
017, which is when most programs began to yield results. 
The use of geographically weighted regressions can study the po-

ential for relationships in a regression model for extended geographic
reas with variability like the Texas-Mexico border ( Matthews and
ang, 2012 ; Wheeler and Páez, 2010 ). There was no literature found
y the authors on the relationship between infrastructure funding, ex-
ected outcomes, and baseline needs. This approach is novel and could
e used by agencies to evaluate the equitable distribution of funds and
ssociated results. 

.1. Data from relevant agencies 

The first three questions related to the distribution of funds based on
995 need, program outcomes, and continued 2017 need require data
n where first-time wastewater service is provided and funding. The ap-
ropriate metric can be defined as the ratio of colonia population with
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Fig. 1. 2010 colonia population and comparison of 2015 median household income for counties near the Texas-Mexico border. Map in color. Source: ( Texas Office 

of the Attorney General 2019 ; Texas Demographic Center at University of Texas San Antonio, 2020 ). 
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ervice, also known as wastewater coverage. Wastewater coverage for a
ounty or its colonias population is not available in any report or pub-
ic sources and is not tracked by Texas or any regulating body. Popu-
ation data for 2000 and 2010 for each colonia within the study area
ere available for Texas ( Texas Office of the Attorney General, 2019 ,
3 
021 ). The data obtained to calculate wastewater coverage in the colo-
ia population was from publicly available information and interviews
ith each water utility described in 2.3. Also, the U.S. Department of
griculture (USDA) funded a needs assessment for some counties within
he study area (( Communities Unlimited, and Rural Community Assis-
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ance Corporation 2015 ) and was a valuable tool for cross-referencing
ome information. The author calculated wastewater coverage for each
f the 31 counties for 1995 and 2017 using the following formula: 

 𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 

Colonia Population in County with Service 
Total Colonia Population in County 

(1)

With this information, the author calculated need, or population
ithout wastewater service, for each county using the following for-
ula: 

𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑃 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 − ( 𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶 𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑃 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖

(2) 

Another metric needed is the distribution of funding amongst the
1 counties for completed wastewater projects. Information on funds
llocated by county can be used to evaluate if the counties with a
arger unserved population in 1995 received more funding versus coun-
ies with fewer unserved. The author aggregated the funds allocated
o projects for each county from publicly available reports and data
equested through FOIA from the primary funding agencies for 1992
hrough 2017. 1 

In the 1990s, analysts expected rapid growth in the whole border re-
ion, including colonias ( Schoolmaster, 1993 ; Soden, 2006 ; Parcher and
umberson, 2009 ). Therefore, a fourth question was added related to
rowth. Did the colonias grow as expected? The study collected data to
nalyze the colonia population. Georeferenced shapefiles with bound-
ries and 2000 and 2010 populations are available for all colonias
 Texas Office of the Attorney General, 2019 , 2021 ). Census block data
or 2020 was unavailable in July 2021; information at the census block
roup level for 2019 was used ( U.S. Census Bureau American Commu-
ity Survey Data, 2021 ). The author used ESRI’s ArcGIS GeoErichment
ethod for data apportionment for each colonia and aggregated it to
he county level for 2019 ( ArcGIS Developers, 2021 ). 2 The author com-
ared the colonia population aggregated to the county level for 2000,
010, and 2019 to measure the change. 

.2. Quantitative analysis 

The author completed an empirical analysis using the data described
n 2.1 to evaluate investment distribution and outcomes achieved
mongst the 31 counties. First, for question 1, a simple linear regres-
ion estimates the relationship between funding disbursed for projects
ompleted between 1995 through 2017 and the 1995 colonia population
ithout wastewater service ( Eq. (3) ). Since agencies provide funding on
 first-come, first-serve basis and are dependent on utilities of varying
ize and institutional capacity to submit applications, there is no basis
or hypothesizing if those counties with more need in 1995 received
ncreased funding. 

 𝐼 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇 𝑅 𝑇 𝑐 + ∈𝑐 (3)

𝑌 𝐼 − 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 

( dependent variable ) 
𝑇 𝑅 𝑇 𝑐 − 𝐶𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 

𝑖𝑛 1995 𝛽1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑊 𝑊 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 

𝛽0 − 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 

∈𝑐 - Error term 

A second multivariate regression for question 2 assesses outcomes
chieved ( Eq. (4) ). It builds on the previous question and estimates the
1 Program funding for wastewater projects were allocated by agencies starting 

n 1992 for those completed by 1995 through 2017. 
2 ArcGIS Pro can enrich polygons with demographic information based on 

verlays on census geometries and a weighted apportionment. More informa- 

ion one ESRI’s ArcGIS GeoEnrichment tool can be found at Data apportion- 

ent —ArcGIS REST API | ArcGIS for Developers . 
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elationship between the 2018 colonia population without wastewater
ervice as a function of investment and need. The independent vari-
bles are the investment in infrastructure for completed projects be-
ween 1995 through 2017 and the population without wastewater ser-
ice in 1995. The second variable was added in recognition that the
maller the need, the more ease it can be addressed from a financial and
echnical perspective. For example, a county with a population without
ervice of more than 80,000 has more difficulties addressing the need
han a county with an unserved population of 5000. Like the previous
quation, there is no basis for hypothesizing if those counties with more
unding and 1995 need had less population in 2018 without wastewater
ervice. 
The research used the following model: 

 𝑐 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇 𝑅 𝑇 𝑐 + 𝛽2 𝑋 𝑐 + ∈𝑐 (4)

𝑌 𝑐 - 𝑐𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 

𝑖𝑛 2018 
𝑇 𝑅 𝑇 𝑐 − 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑊 𝑊 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 ( dependent variable ) 
𝑋 𝑐 − 𝑐𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑐 

𝑖𝑛 1995 
𝛽1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑊 𝑊 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐 𝑒 

𝑖𝑛 2018 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 
𝛽2 − 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑊 𝑊 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐 𝑒 

𝑖𝑛 2018 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 1995 . 
𝛽0 − 𝑃 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ zero investment 
∈𝑐 - Error term 

The funding process and project timing are uncorrelated with the
ariables considered in the two GWR proposed. Agencies approve fund-
ng for project sponsors chiefly on a first-come, first-serve basis. They
epend on cities and utilities to submit applications with information
hat has sufficient development of a project to have cost confidence be-
ore funds are approved. Many steps before submission of application
eed to be completed by the project sponsor, such as: adopting model
ubdivision rules at the county level; developing eligibility, financial,
lanning, environmental, and legal documentation; creating a new util-
ty or intergovernmental agreement for receiving service from an exist-
ng utility; and engaging stakeholder, among others. Completing these
equirements could exceed eight years ( Carter and Ortolano, 2004 ). Af-
er funding is approved, the final design, procurement, and construction
an be several years more. Also, the capacity of the grant recipients,
roject size, and county colonia population vary significantly. Finally,
he study area is 31 counties, spans over 1000 miles with a varying num-
er of colonias and utilities in each county, and project sponsors with
arying institutional capacity ranging from large cities to small water
upply corporations. 

.3. Interviews 

The author conducted over 100 interviews with utilities in all 31
ounties and program managers for USDA, TWDB, and North American
evelopment Bank (NADB) to verify collected data and receive input
n lessons learned. Interviews with utilities that received grants con-
rmed the years funding was received, wastewater projects completed,
roject costs, colonias served, new household connections, and colonias
hat continue without service. Also, interviews with utilities that did not
eceive funding were helpful to identify the colonias with and without
ervice and the year service initiated. 
To address question 5 of lessons learned, semi-structured open-ended

nterviews with utilities covered infrastructure program implementation
hallenges and lessons learned; colonias served, existing needs, and bar-
iers to service; and observed changes from baseline conditions prior to
ervice such as infill, commercial development. In addition, time was al-
owed for the interviewee to add any other relevant information. Over
 dozen interviews were conducted with six program managers who
orked in the funding agencies for over 15 years. The topics covered
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a  

r  
ith the agencies interviewed included a program review, process to
llocate and disburse funds, agencies’ role, institutional capacity of the
tilities, barriers associated with continued need, and lessons learned. 

. Results and discussion 

The research examines at a high level the distribution of funds, out-
omes achieved, where needs continue, population growth, and pro-
rammatic and technical lessons learned. The evaluation tools and
essons learned can be helpful for policymakers to evaluate results and
reate programs that address access to sanitation infrastructure. The re-
ults are summarized below. 

.1. Overview of funding 

In 1995, it was estimated that about 250,000 people lived in colo-
ias, and approximately 20% had wastewater services. Wastewater cov-
rage varied amongst the 31 counties examined, but only eight coun-
ies exceeded 70% of the population with service. The primary funding
gencies reported investments of about $626 million for 119 sewer and
astewater treatment projects for first-time wastewater service in the
olonias ( North American Development Bank, 2020 ; Texas Department
f Agriculture, 2020 ; Texas Water Development Board, 2020 ; U.S. De-
artment of Agriculture, 2020 ). Funding was approved for 28 counties
rimarily from TWDB, followed by USDA, NADB, and Texas Department
f Agriculture (TDA). TWDB provided almost 80%, $480 million, of the
otal funding for 49 grant recipients in 17 counties. USDA granted over
109 million or almost 15% of the funding for 32 grant recipients in 18
ounties. By 2018, approximately 77% of the colonia residents received
rst-time wastewater service. 
The largest tranche of funding was in the early years of the various

rograms (see Fig. 2 ). By 2003, the funding agencies approved 85% of
he total funding for the study period. 3 After, agencies approved less
han $5 million annually in funding. Wastewater coverage grew later as
rojects were built and residents contracted service with their respective
tility for connections. 
By 2011 wastewater coverage increases had peaked by then 70% of

he colonia population now had service. New wastewater connections
ach year peaked in 2001 and 2005 and began to taper off by 2011.
y the start of 2018, almost 77% of colonia residents had wastewater
ervice. In 15 years, wastewater coverage grew by 50%. In contrast, af-
er 2011, wastewater coverage grew by 7% due to the reduced funding
fter 2003. Based on agency interviews, federal fund annual appropria-
ions began to decrease around 2004 due to a backlog of projects. The
riginal pool of funds appropriated had been exhausted, was assigned
o projects, yet not disbursed due to pending issues in the development
hase. As this backlog of projects were completed and a reduced amount
f federal funding was received, the decrease in new household connec-
ions became evident in the program’s later years. 
Funding agencies estimate that grants exceed 80% of the project cost

nd are necessary to make the service affordable. Many utilities could
ot afford the debt for the capital investment and could not proceed
ith projects without grants. However, over the years, funding agencies’
rograms require increasing loans. For example, the USDA program ini-
ially funded each project with a 100% grant and then decreased in later
ears to 75%. TWDB’s Economically Distressed Areas Program (EDAP)
equired that the funding leverage 10% of the loan amount. This re-
uirement was recently increased to 25%. 
3 Approved is defined as when a grant agreement has been signed by the utility 

nd funding agency. For TWDB this called close and is after facility planning is 

one and environmental clearances complete. USDA defines this as appropriated 

nd occurs after final design is complete. 
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.2. Did the funding go to the greatest need? 

In 1995, the counties with the largest unserved colonia populations
ere Hidalgo and El Paso, followed by Cameron, then Maverick and
tarr, and finally San Patricio (see Fig. 3 ). They also generally had the
argest county populations in the study area. These six counties are close
o 76% of the colonia population reside and contain 85% of the 1995
eed. All these counties are located along the border except for San
atricio. Ranking these counties by need, the funding was distributed
mongst them in the rank order of 1995 need. 
The author applied Eq. (3) in ArcGIS’s GWR tool with the data col-

ected for 1995 need and cumulative wastewater funding received by
ach county. The regression predicts funding for each county based on
ts 1995 colonia population without wastewater service relative to the
1 counties. The residual indicates how much under or over the pre-
icted funding was received by each county. Fig. 3 illustrates the stan-
ardized residuals mapped by county. The greener, the more funding
eceived than expected by the county, and the redder the less funding
eceived than expected. 
Twenty-one of the 31 counties received the predicted amount of

unding. However, except for San Patricio, all 21 counties had colonia
opulations of less than 4000 residents without wastewater in 1995. At
hat time San Patricio had an unserved colonia population of 9600. In
ontrast, Hidalgo is the county with the largest 1995 colonia popula-
ion without wastewater, about 85,000, and received less funding than
xpected. Uvalde, Pecos, Nueces, and Brooks also were slightly under-
unded. This is unremarkable as both Uvalde and Pecos received very
ittle funding compared to its need. Although Maverick, El Paso, and
ebb received above the predicted amount, Cameron received signifi-
antly more than expected. 4 Table 1 highlights those counties that re-
eived much more or far less than the predicted amount of funding. 

.3. Where the expected outcomes achieved in wastewater service? 

The author applied Eq. (4) in ArcGIS’s GWR tool with the data col-
ected for 2017 wastewater coverage, cumulative wastewater funding
eceived by each county, and 1995 wastewater coverage. The regres-
ion predicts the 2018 colonia population without wastewater service
or each county based on the cumulative investment and the population
n 1995 without wastewater service. The residual indicates how much
s under or over the predicted 2018 population without service for each
ounty. Fig. 4 illustrates the standardized residuals mapped by county.
he bluer, the fewer 2018 colonia residents without service than ex-
ected. The redder, the more residents without service than expected. 
Twenty-two of the 31 counties achieved the expected outcomes of

educing its unserved colonia population by 2018 based on the funding
eceived and its need in 1995. In the previous analysis, Maverick County
eceived more funds than predicted compared to the other counties yet
educed its unserved population by more than expected. This county
chieved one of the most significant increases in wastewater coverage,
rom 0 to 96%, and with almost $60 million provided first-time ser-
ice to almost 19,000 colonia residents. Also, in the previous analysis,
idalgo County received fewer funds than predicted compared to the
ther counties yet reduced its unserved population in wastewater cover-
ge as expected. Hidalgo received $182 million in investment, provided
0,000 colonia residents with first-time service, and increased wastew-
ter coverage from 3 to 73%. In contrast, El Paso and Cameron counties
eceived more funds than expected, yet their outcomes were less than
4 Webb county’s funding may have exceeded expected funding since one 

roject of approximately $7.0M was for the rehabilitation of an existing wastew- 

ter treatment plant for two large colonias that had sewer but inadequate 

astewater treatment. No new connections were provided with this service. 

owever, the project was eligible for EDAP funding and therefore was included 

s part of the funding received by Webb. 
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Fig. 2. Wastewater coverage, investment, and new household connections. 

Table 1 

Investment versus predicted investment based on 1995 need. 6 

County Investment (Millions) Estimated 1995 Population No Wastewater Predicted Investment (Millions) Standardized Residual 

Hidalgo 181.7 84,980 199.2 − 3.395153 
Uvalde 1.0 2898 10.1 − 0.953905 
Nueces 0 2229 8.6 − 0.89771 
Brooks 0 1354 6.5 − 0.686503 
Pecos 1.04 1246 6.3 − 0.550535 
El Paso 117.1 46,153 109.8 0.841302 

Starr 42.7 12,843 33 1.021624 

Maverick 59.94 19,064 47.3 1.33084 

Webb 29.9 3783 12.1 1.859177 

Cameron 92.7 22,340 54.9 4.014118 
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xpected. El Paso received $117 million, provided 35,000 colonia res-
dents with first-time service, and increased wastewater coverage from
 to 69%. Cameron received $93 million, provided 19,000 colonia res-
dents with first-time service, and increased wastewater coverage from
3 to 80%. 
Table 2 highlights the nine counties with the most significant out-

omes based on agency investment and 1995 need. By 2018, these nine
ounties received 87% of the funding, had 88% of the 1995 unserved
olonia population, and achieved 92% of first-time wastewater service
utcomes. It is worth noting that funding and wastewater infrastruc-
ure do not correspond only to the colonia population but may provide
ervice to other residents. 
6 
The EDAP supports economically distressed areas, including neigh-
orhoods not designated as colonias but is below the required income
hreshold. Therefore, this analysis does not imply any comparative as-
essment of fund efficiency, as others may have received the benefit.
any reasons can affect costs, such as density of colonias, distance be-
ween colonias and from major cities, types of soils, and size of pop-
lation served. Also, funding is approved based on applications re-
eived, which is out of the control of the funding agencies. If utili-
ies chose not to apply for funding, there was little the agencies could
o aside from educating them on their opportunities through outreach.
unding agencies were active in communities in disseminating program
nformation. 
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Fig. 3. Colonia population without wastewater service in 1995 and standardized residual of investment as a function of 1995 need. Map in color. 
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The funding agencies and Texas Secretary of State (SOS) completed
xtensive outreach campaigns to the communities through their respec-
ive call for applications. Based on the interviews, utilities were knowl-
dgeable on TWDB, USDA, TDA, and NADB programs. TWDB and NADB
ffered initial grant funding for the studies necessary, such as facility
lans and environmental assessments, to facilitate the application pro-
ess since projects that provide first-time service are a priority. How-
ver, the funding agencies can only approve funds in response to appli-
7 
ations from utilities. Therefore, utilities need to advance their projects
efore the application process. Those utilities with more institutional
apacity realized these tasks more easily as many technical, financial,
nvironmental, and political steps are required to develop infrastructure
rojects. Therefore, funding tends to be directed towards shovel-ready
rojects and benefit larger populations. 
It is unremarkable that the counties with the larger cities that ex-

ended service to the colonias received more funds than expected or
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Fig. 4. Standardized residual of 2018 need as a function of investment and 1995 need. 5 The map is in color. 

Table 2 

Counties with the largest outcomes in serving colonias. 

County Investment (Millions) 1995 Need (population) WW Coverage 1995 WW Coverage 2018 Estimated New Service (population) 

Hidalgo 181.7 84,980 3.1% 73.0% 68,000 

El Paso 117.1 46,153 8.5% 68.5% 35,000 

Cameron 92.7 22,340 32.3% 79.5% 19,400 

Maverick 59.94 19,064 0.0% 96.4% 18,500 

Starr 42.8 12,843 6.1% 75.0% 17,000 

Webb 29.86 3783 58.5% 85.4% 3700 

Val-Verde 8.92 4100 2.8% 75.0% 3600 

Willacy $6.03 2852 0.0% 97.9% 2900 

Zapata $8.70 3561 62.2% 89.7% 2900 

Sum 547.757 199,675 171,000 

% of Total 87.4% 88.4% 91.6% 

Source: Wastewater coverage calculated by the author. Data from TWDB, TDA, USDA, NADB, and OAG. 
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ad differing outcomes. For example, El Paso, Maverick, Webb, and
ameron counties contain the cities of El Paso, Eagle Pass, Laredo, and
rownsville, respectively. These cities have utilities with much exper-
ise to extend wastewater service and much political will to solve is-
ues outside of the city with grant funding. Many of these cities also
ave multiple goals in providing service to their constituency. Con-
equently, projects for colonias also included the city’s needs as well
 Rapier, 2009 ). For example, El Paso, Eagle Pass, Laredo, Pharr, and
rownsville, to name a few, have wastewater treatment plants that pro-
ide service to both in-city and colonia residents. Although funding
gencies have a process to divide the costs between in-city and out-
f-city needs, water consumption and consequent wastewater discharge
an differ between colonias and city residents. This may not have been
onsidered in the division of costs and should be further studied. Even
o, grant funds may be the carrot to enable major cities to extend ser-
ices to colonias and simultaneously capture the benefits of regionaliza-
ion, such as reduced per capita operation and maintenance costs and
ncreased institutional capacity. 
In contrast, in Hidalgo County, the sheer size of the colonia popula-

ion and the number of colonias may have slowed the funding process.
or example, the Agua Special Utility District utility in Hidalgo received
 d  

8 
lmost $45 million to address most of its remaining needs. This project
s ongoing and not included in this analysis since it is not complete.
owever, it is an example of utility capacity affecting funding. In addi-
ion, another utility provided service to this area that was subsequently
isbanded. Agua SUD was then created. This process took years and
elayed funding that was initially approved in the early 2000s. 
This analysis is intended to be a high-level analysis of the allocation

f funds for wastewater infrastructure and expected outcomes. Thus,
here is an opportunity to identify and study the many variables that
ffect funding and outcomes. The variables could be technical, social
cience, environmental, or others and could include water consumption
atterns, water quality, regionalization, utility capacity, population den-
ity, proximity to cities, household income, political will, to name a few.

.4. Where does the need continue? 

By 2018, 77% of the Texas colonia population had wastewater
ervice, which grew over less than 25 years almost 57%, an addi-
ional 200,000 plus residents. Based on U.S. Environmental Protection
gency’s (EPA) wastewater flow estimates, over 10 million gallons per
ay of raw sewage are now treated versus discharged into the ground-
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Fig. 5. Colonia population without wastewater service, 2018. Map in color. 
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ater through failing or nonexistent onsite systems ( U.S. Environmen-
al Protection Agency, 2002 ). Hidalgo and El Paso continue as of 2018
s the counties with the largest populations without wastewater ser-
ice, with approximately 25,000 and 18,000 residents, respectively (see
ig. 5 ). Cameron and Starr follow this with approximately 8000 and
000 residents unserved. Thus, as of 2018, less than 80,000 colonia res-
dents do not have wastewater service. Maverick County had the largest
ncrease in wastewater coverage, 96%, followed by Val-Verde, Hidalgo,
nd Starr with approximately 70%, then El Paso by 60%, and Cameron
y 47%. It is worth noting that after 2018, TWDB EDAP funded projects
hat were in construction during this research and will address much of
he pending need. 
The interviewees coincided that much of the remaining need will

ontinue mainly in very small isolated colonias where providing service
ay be costly due to the distance or not within any utility jurisdiction.
ig. 5 also shows by county the proportion of service and without ser-
ice. Some rural counties continue to have higher percentages of colo-
ia population without wastewater services, such as Reeves, Jim Wells,
ueces, and Brooks, which are all less than 3000. Addressing wastew-
ter needs will be challenging as they tend to be dispersed and have
ignificant barriers for service, which can be costly to eliminate. 

.5. Did the infrastructure promote growth? 

Growth is a valuable metric because decisions are made regarding
nfrastructure based on an assumption of above-average growth. The
lapsed time between when an agency approves funding and when a
ater or wastewater system is built can be ten years ( Carter and Or-
olano, 2004 ). During that development time, engineers often size the
roject scope on a population projection of 20 years, so infrastructure
apacity is larger than its user base. Otherwise, there are risks of ini-
iating infrastructure operations years later that are too small for the
opulation. A larger projected population means increased construction
nd operation and maintenance costs for the bigger infrastructure. Also,
nancial proformas use an inflated population to distribute capital and
9 
peration and maintenance costs amongst the residents, which is the
asis for a rate structure. If the infrastructure size is larger than needed,
perating costs are also higher. If the community does not grow as ex-
ected, there may not be sufficient users to support the cost of the in-
rastructure. Also, oversized wastewater infrastructure can lead to op-
rational challenges because it functions based on a minimum flow and
hemistry, such as organic load. 
The overall colonia population grew from about 280,000 in 2000 to

22,000 in 2010 ( Texas Office of the Attorney General, 2019 , 2021 ).
enerally, it remained the same by 2019, with an estimated popula-
ion of 325,000 residents. Between 2000 and 2010, the colonia popula-
ion grew overall 13.9% and almost all the border counties grew more
han 10% during the ten years. However, the 31 counties in the study
rea grew by almost 20%, and Texas about 21% during the same period
 Texas Demographic Center at University of Texas San Antonio, 2020 ).
he 2019 data supports that most counties either declined in colonia
opulation or grew less than 5% over nine years (see Fig. 6 ). However,
exas grew over 15% during the same period ( Texas Demographic Cen-
er at University of Texas San Antonio, 2020 ). 
Literature on the U.S. Mexico border coincides that rapid growth,

igher than the rest of the country or Mexico, was expected as a result
f the passage of the North American Trade Agreement in 1993 would
urther stimulate that growth ( Schoolmaster, 1993 ) ( Soden, 2006 )
 Parcher and Humberson, 2009 ). In addition, some analysts expected
hat the growth of a county or nearby city would spill over into the
olonias. Therefore, design and financing decisions for wastewater in-
rastructure for colonias were made based on the assumption of growth.
ased on interviews, agencies allowed utilities to use a 20-year growth
rojection to define the project scope. More recently, this has been re-
laced with a rule of thumb of 30% increased capacity above current
eeds. 
In effect, modest growth occurred as infrastructure was implemented

nd subsided after it was completed. By 2011, much of the infras-
ructure was completed and 70% of colonia residents had wastew-
ter service. This coincides with the utility interviews where many,
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Fig. 6. Growth in colonia population by county, 2000–2010 and 2010–2019. Map in color. 
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specially in rural areas, reported no permanent growth. Temporary
rowth associated with fracking had subsided, and workers left and
ook their trailers or stopped renting hotel space. Further study may
xplain growth patterns. Some colonias may have grown substantially,
s others may have decreased sufficiently to offset any growth over-
ll. For example, colonias closer to cities could have grown as the
ities grew in their direction, while more rural colonias experienced a

ecline. a  

10 
.6. What were the lessons learned from program implementation? 

Based on about 70 in-depth interviews with funding agencies and
tilities and the analysis completed, elements of EDAP and related that
orked well were: (1) requiring that counties adopt model subdivision
ules; (2) inclusion of wastewater household connections; (3) heavy
nvolvement with project sponsors and coordination amongst funding
gencies, (4) documenting a baseline along and tracking results every
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ew years, and (5) including a prioritization process to expedite funding
nd maximize benefit. Interviews also identified actions that could fur-
her strengthen a program, including: (1) adjusting the assumptions of
rowth in technical design; (2) follow-up with the project sponsors after
roject implementation; (3) creating a repair and replacement program,
nd; (4) identifying potential barriers to service. 
Funding agencies required counties where colonias existed to adopt
odel subdivision rules (MSR) before utilities could receive funding.
SR’s prevented the further proliferation of colonia conditions in un-
ncorporated communities where a gap existed in regulation. The MSR
equires developers with lots of five acres or less that subdivide land or
ell an individual lot include potable water, wastewater treatment, and
inimum setbacks for adequate operation of these municipal services.
WDB provides training and assistance to counties on adopting MSR’s
nd includes valuable tools on its website ( Texas Water Development
oard Model Subdivision Rules (MSR) Training, 2021 ). 
Both TWDB and USDA began their programs in the early 1990s. As

hose early projects were implemented, it was evident that many fam-
lies did not have thousands of dollars to connect their homes to the
ommunity system. Consequently, changes were made to ensure that the
ousehold connections cost to the system was in the grant as part of the
roject. Through its housing program, USDA funded indoor plumbing,
inks, and bathrooms for significant added benefit. This approach re-
uired utilities to outreach throughout the project timeline to residents
o budget wastewater connections and contract service. Residents could
hen take advantage of open trenches during construction to connect
heir homes, providing cost savings. Connecting residents quickly had
oth financial and operational benefits. Once residents connected, util-
ties billed customers monthly, and revenues were received to support
lant operations. Wastewater flow would be increased for proper plant
perations. Every utility interviewed confirmed that adding household
onnections to the project was very helpful in the project’s success. Colo-
ia residents generally responded positively to the option of wastewater
ervice when the household hookup subsidy was included. They were
ore likely to connect even though they would be adding wastewater
reatment to their bill. 
Institutional capacity amongst the utilities varies significantly. Just

ver half of the projects were for cities that extended service to the colo-
ias. The remaining grantees were utilities created to serve unincorpo-
ated areas. All agency interviewees agreed that rural systems tended to
e smaller and had more difficulty with the funding process. As part of
he TWDB and USDA application process, a financial, managerial, and
echnical (FMT) evaluation of the utilities was completed to assist the
pplicant in meeting the program requirements. If an applicant needed
ny assistance identified in the FMT, staff worked with the entities to
ccess the appropriate training or funding for capacity building. Agency
taff could provide utility managers with resources available through
ADB TCEQ, or other programs. If an FMT review indicated training
as critical, financing could be conditioned upon completion of such
raining. 
Funding agency staff served colonias during the entire process, from

roject development through construction and start-up. The federal and
tate programs approved grants for facility planning which led agen-
ies to work closely with utilities over an extended period. Activities
ncluded assistance in contracting consultants, attending monthly tech-
ical meetings, facilitating the environmental process, helping with the
ublic participation process, and reviewing deliverables. Grant recipi-
nts gained much institutional capacity at a very low cost, typically less
han $200,000 for the planning study. Ensuring there is sufficient staff
o administer the program and provide customized support was critical
n achieving results. Utilities expressed in the interviews their appre-
iation of the support provided during this process. Many were repeat
ustomers of the agencies. 
Cost-sharing was common. The agencies coordinated on timing,

unding, and project scope, and on occasion, project components were
unded by different agencies. For example, one could fund the treat-
11 
ent plant, another the sewer service, and a third the connections even
hough program requirements could differ across agencies. This symbi-
tic relationship allowed funds to go further within each agency’s limits,
educed duplication, and enhanced a common approach when working
ith each project sponsor. 
TWDB completed a needs assessment in 1992 and revised it in 2003

or tracking which colonias had water and wastewater service over time
 Texas Water Development Board, 2003 ). In 2005 the Texas 79th leg-
slative session established a colonias ombudsmen office in SOS to track
nd report results from the funding agencies, including USDA, TWDB,
DA, among others ( Rapier, 2009 ). The SOS created a classification sys-
em (red, yellow, and green) to report on each colonia every four years
roducing reports in 2006, 2010, and 2014 tracking progress, including
roject status, funding, and population benefited. This information was
elpful for the agencies to identify areas of need. In addition, SOS des-
gnated several ombudspersons staff throughout the region to assist and
ducate communities on the various programs and MSR requirements
E. Caballero, former SOS staff member, phone interview, March 2021).
o report was produced in 2018 since the Texas legislature cut funding
n 2017 for the ombudsmen program. Facilitation from the ombudsper-
ons in the field was helpful to those utilities with less institutional ca-
acity and colonias that were more difficult to serve. 
Infrastructure programs authorized most of their funds based on a

rst-come, first-serve basis. As funding declined, programs evolved to
nclude a prioritization process based on population served, income,
roject readiness, among other factors. Program managers agreed on
he benefit of adding environmental objectives to reduce untreated
astewater discharge more quickly. Reducing the unliquidated obli-
ation (unspent federal funding authorized for projects) gave the U.S.
ongress confidence to continue appropriating funds for NADB and
SDA. Finally, agencies managed grants for technical assistance (plan-
ing through design) and construction as two pools of funds, which as-
isted in more efficiently disbursing funds. 
Utility interviews disclosed opportunities to strengthen the fund-

ng programs: reducing the planning horizon; subsequent community
ollow-up; creating a small loan program for aging infrastructure and;
ddressing continuing barriers to service. Many utilities reported that
olonias had not grown as expected and facilities were oversized de-
pite their modular design. NADB had completed retrospective closeouts
n projects after almost ten years and documented limited growth in
everal communities, especially rural ones. Many utility managers con-
rmed the lack of growth based on solicited new connections, which
ere few each year. Also, most interviewees lived in the communities
nd saw little to no growth both in population and commercial devel-
pment. 
Engineers use a 20-year planning horizon and typically design mod-

lar facilities, one for existing demand by the time the facility is built
nd a second for the future. In the colonias, county growth rates were
sed to population projections for the design of the infrastructure. As
iscussed previously, this growth did not occur as expected. Most util-
ty managers, where a nearby city did not provide wastewater treatment
ervice, reported only using the first module of the community’s plant
 decade later. Consequently, these utilities experienced operational is-
ues early on with the wastewater treatment plant due to the unexpected
ow flows, particularly if mechanized. However, all had resolved the is-
ue over time. Those utilities with lagoon systems rarely discharged as
ermitted, meaning there was insufficient wastewater flow, evaporat-
ng before reaching its discharge point. Another comment received from
he interviewees was that water systems required additional flushing for
ged water due to low water consumption; otherwise, water quality is-
ues would persist. 
One way to prevent oversizing facilities is to use a shorter planning

orizon, such as ten years, or a smaller growth rate, especially for more
ural areas where growth is less predictable. Such revisions to planning
ould be an opportunity to further spread funding, build smaller projects
ore quickly, and follow up with the community a few years later to re-
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ssess their needs. Also, wastewater flows are typically related to socioe-
onomic status in residential areas whereby poorer communities, such
s the colonias, have lower per capita wastewater flow rates and more
ariability in the hydraulic loading ( Geyer and Lentz, 1966 ; Imam and
lnakar, 2014 ). Completing a closeout after three years of operation
ould be an opportunity to track growth, assess flow rates, and glean
ther lessons learned. This is a practice NADB implemented to assess if
nvironmental objectives were achieved ( North American Development
ank, 2018 ). 
Many of the utilities interviewed stated that they were happy to re-

eive a “shiny new system ” but were now concerned about asset man-
gement after over a decade of use. The original proforma required for
roject funding projected operation and maintenance costs and repair
nd replacement costs. However, after a decade, initial wastewater flows
or a user base were now obsolete and had not been updated. All utility
nterviewees agreed that a small, low-interest loan program without the
ond issuance costs would help repair and replace equipment such as
ift stations, blowers, and belt presses. Many of the utilities had well-
stablished relationships with TWDB and regarded them as long-term
artners. Therefore, default risks will likely be low. Replacing equip-
ent will have the added benefit of improved energy efficiency as tech-
ology advances. Also, the equipment selected can be the appropriate
ize for the population. Both activities will reduce energy consump-
ion. Energy and labor are the most significant operational expenses.
herefore, reducing operational expenses would be helpful, especially
or smaller utilities. A low-interest repair and replacement loan program
hould include technical assistance grants and a website with tools and
raining on asset management. 
Both program managers and utility interviewees agreed that Texas

as provided water and wastewater service to most colonias. One pro-
ram manager expressed, “all the low-hanging fruit and the next level
p has been done. ” Areas that remain without service and are not in
he current pipeline of projects are generally too isolated and costly to
onnect to a centralized system. Onsite systems could provide a solution
ut require a robust county monitoring program with access to afford-
ble maintenance options. This program should include a permit appli-
ation process, which is required in Texas, and inspections every two
ears where residents provide proof of maintenance. Utilities generally
esponded favorably to the idea of onsite systems as a possible solution.

onclusion 

Over 25 years, Texas provided wastewater for approximately
00,000 residents primarily through grant funding from EPA, USDA,
WDB, TDA, and NADB. Approximately $626 million was provided for
19 projects across 27 counties. About 300,000 residents lived in colo-
ias and wastewater, and coverage increased from 20% in 1995 to 77%
y 2018. Many of these programs were developed in the early 1990s, de-
loyed quickly to address a pressing need, and successfully achieved the
bjective of providing service to many colonia residents in a relatively
hort amount of time. Over 200,000 colonia residents received wastew-
ter service, but outcomes progressively diminished as grant funding
ecreased. The programs worked cohesively across all four agencies to-
ards a common mission: affordable access to water and wastewater
ervice access. 
This research uses both qualitative and quantitative techniques to as-

ess at a high-level fund distribution from four agencies and outcomes in
olonias across 31 counties. The research also describes locations where
he need continues and what managers and utilities believe are pro-
rammatic and technical lessons learned. The funds were generally dis-
ributed equitably amongst the counties with smaller populations. Most
ounties received an adequate amount of funding as compared to oth-
rs. Counties with the larger cities that extended service for the colonias
eceived more funds relative to need as both city and colonia needs were
et. Many important political decisions need to be made for a city to
erve outside its city limits. Grant funds may be an incentive to enable
12 
ajor cities to extend services to colonias and simultaneously capture
he benefits of regionalization, such as reduced per capita operation and
aintenance costs and increased institutional capacity. 
By 2018 the expected reduction in need was achieved in most coun-

ies based on original need and the funding received. As of 2021, the
ost significant need continues in the smaller, more isolated colonias,
here overcoming the barriers to service will be costly because of dis-
ance and lack of institutional capacity. Both utility managers and pro-
ram managers reported enhanced outcomes when funding agencies
rew a utility’s institutional capacity, timely disbursement of funds,
nsured household connections were completed quickly, and tracked
rogress. One unintended consequence was oversized facilities as pop-
lation growth did not result as projected in rural colonias. A current
hallenge is how to fund the replacement of aging infrastructure for
mall utilities. 
While water and sanitation may have reached almost 99% of the

opulation in the United States, increased access to water and sanitation
ontinues to be a sustainable development objective goal six worldwide
 Wescoat et al., 2007 ). Research on Texas colonias can be helpful to
ountries in transition working to meet the United Nations Sustainable
evelopment Goal 6, increased access to water and sanitation. 

imitations 

The findings in this study may not be generalizable to other areas.
he Texas-Mexico border area is unique in many ways. The sample size
f 32 counties is not representative of Texas or the United States or of
ufficient size to conclude any causal effect. The colonia population is
n estimate based on census data for 2000 and 2010, and the American
ommunity Survey for 2019. These are approximations and could be
urther improved with household surveys in those periods. 
Findings suggest the need for additional research centered on further

xploration of the impact of infrastructure funding and development
nd how that was influenced by economic, migration, perceived oppor-
unity, cultural, and social factors going back to the 1990s. Initially,
aving the right vocal sponsor may have helped put some projects in
he funding pipeline and not others. Such variables were not considered
n this study. 
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